It's Time For Love

Lyrics: Bob Levy
Music: Ronny Whyte

Bossa Nova or Samba

A F C7sus F C7sus

I searched for love, but lost my way...
Cupid, you let me down.
Mazing, how the sky is clear,
each time I hear your name.

F C7sus F C7sus

Like an eager kid at play,
I strode out on the town.
Rainbows suddenly appear,
and heaven is to blame.

Bbm7 Eb7 Ab Db7

Broken hearted, no surprise...
Till I gazed into your eyes.
And just how lucky can I get?
Sheer perfection I have met. And

Gm7 C7 F C7 F

1. F C7
   It's time for love!
2. F Gb7 F
   A - love!

now...
now...

B Bbm7 Eb7sus Ab

I've been tricked, and I've been fooled
by romance before.
I've

Gm7bs C7 Db7 C7

watched my bubbles burst in air, but now...
act any more!
So

C F C7sus F C7sus

maestro let's strike up the band,
and play a joyful song.
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It's Time For Love

F     C7sus     F     Cm7     F7
My heart's found its wonderland where we can sing along.

Bbm7    Eb7    Ab    Db7
Hip-hooray, let's give a cheer... Hallelujah, you are here. And

Gm7    C7    F    Gb7
now... It's time for love. It's time for

F    Gb7    F    Eb7    Db7    Cm7    Bbm7    Ab7    Gb7    F
love. It's time for love.